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ABOUT EMERALD 

Emerald Performance Materials, LLC, located in Cuyahoga Falls, 
Ohio, is a specialty chemical manufacturer and distributor for in-
dustrial products. They produce and market specialty chemicals 
that are used in everything from aerospace and automobiles to 
food and cosmetics. The chemicals they produce enable prod-
ucts to last longer and perform better. 

As part of a series of long-term strategic initiatives, Emerald  
approached Briteskies to assist them with a World-to-World  
upgrade of their JD Edwards system, going from version  
A7.3 to A9.3.

THE BUSINESS CHALLENGE

The primary driver for this project was the need to remain on JD 
Edwards software support. Extended Support for their version 
of JDE World was expiring, therefore they wanted to upgrade 
to a more current version. As part of the project, the operating 
system for their IBM i (also known as the iSeries or AS/400) was 
also aging and needed to be upgraded. The Emerald team exe-
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cuted the operating system upgrade, leaving the Briteskies team 
to focus on the JD Edwards software upgrade. Once the upgrade 
project began, further challenges arose. 

The OS upgrade from IBM i 6.1 to 7.1 had to occur first and had  
to be applied to two test environments and then two production 
environments. The two environments were due to the fact that 
Emerald runs both European and US divisions, with each oper-
ating in separate instances of JDE World. Although the environ-
ments were separate, they were running on the same hardware 
and shared code. This put constraints on the project and ulti-
mately forced the implementations to take place simultaneously 
and with minimal downtime.  

The other main challenge was the interfaces to Prism Software. Em-
erald uses Prism to manage their manufacturing, inventory manage-
ment, and distribution processes. There are constant, high-volume 
interfaces between JDE and Prism that needed to be analyzed 
and retrofitted. Additionally, there was a critical integration 
between Prism and JDE where Prism inherited the JDE security 
settings. The planned upgrade was going to change JDE security 
configurations completely, so that integration needed to  
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be completely rewritten. This piece of the business process was 
a critical path, and if the Prism interface were to go down, busi-
ness operations would have come to a halt. 

On top of those issues, there were other third-party applications and 
custom IBM i systems running in the environment. These systems 
needed to be addressed to ensure that these also continued to 
function correctly after the OS upgrade. 

THE BRITESKIES SOLUTION

Based on previous JDE World A.9x upgrades and given the mod-
ules that Emerald was running, our team was able to anticipate 
potential issues that might arise during the project. While of course 
it was important to test every aspect of the upgrade, our team was 
prepared to handle those areas that we knew might provide more 
trouble than others. In this instance, two modules that received 
extra attention during the process were Fixed Assets and For-
eign Currency Restatement. 
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Project management was complicated by the fact that Emerald 
utilizes a third-party consulting firm to provide ongoing IBM i 
RPG Development. The addition of a third party meant addition-
al coordination between all of the parties involved to ensure a 
successful project outcome. To make this work, the Briteskies  
project manager and Emerald project manager worked closely 
together to ensure tasks and issues were clearly communicated 
to everyone involved. The third-party team handled the retrofit-
ting of the JDE RPG modifications of the previous version of JDE  
software to the new version, while the Briteskies handled the  
specific JDE Software upgrade tasks.

THE RESULT

The project had a smooth, time-efficient go live, and everything 
was completed under budget. 

By upgrading to JD Edwards World A9.3, Emerald is code current 
and they can maintain the highest level of support from Oracle and 
JD Edwards. 
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They now have a platform that allows them to fully take advan-
tage of any and all new functionalities released by JD Edwards, 
and they are primed to begin some Business Process Improve-
ment projects.  

Perhaps most importantly, the project was completed without dis-
rupting the rest of the company, leaving those not involved with the 
project to continue to focus on corporate goals. The project was 
completed quickly and efficiently, so much so that Emerald was 
acquired during the project timeline, with the acquisition closing 
in the middle of the project. 
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ABOUT BRITESKIES

Briteskies works with merchants to seamlessly develop  
eCommerce solutions for B2B or B2C sites. If you are looking to 
implement a new eCommerce environment, upgrade your cur-
rent eCommerce site, or need to integrate with your back office 
systems, our certified consultants have the functional technical 
expertise to assist you in achieving your business goals. 

We are proud to be a Magento Professional Partner,  
an IBM Advanced Business Partner, and an Oracle Gold Partner.  
Our talented team consists of certified developers in Magento, 
JD Edwards, and WebSphere Commerce, as well as  
IBM i Application Specialists. 

CONTACT BRITESKIES

216.369.3600 | info@briteskies.com

www.briteskies.com

2306 West 17th Street, Suite 1 

Cleveland, Ohio 44113
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